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Near Field Acoustic Camera

Application features
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Full bandwidth  20Hz - 10kHz/20kHz
Measured acoustic particle velocity data 
Large dynamic range up to 45dB 
No need for anechoic conditions
Visualization of transients
High spatial resolution

 Free configuration of measurement grid
Direct visualization of acoustic quantities
Order tracking

  Pressure contribution
 PU mini or PU match arrays
 Transfer Path Analysis (TPA)

Measuring in reverberant conditions becomes applicable with the PU probe 

A methodology for sound source localization in 
transient condition requires a simultaneous 
measurement with multiple probe solution and 
multiple channels frontend. 
The  is a direct method to 
measure in the near field particle velocity and intensity. 
The velocity is a directional vector which in the near 
field is very well correlated with the surface vibration. 
As the velocity is not affected by background noise and 
reflections the can be 
used even in non-anechoic conditions.
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Compared with traditional acoustic holography and 
beamforming the solution 
offers several advantages. 

 it is possible to create any kind of array, with 
different geometry and shapes, allowing to adapt to 
curved surfaces with each probe.  , the 
geometry and size of the array does not condition the
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,Firstly

Secondly

frequency range of analysis, which is 20-20kHz, because 
all magnitudes are directly measured.
Thirdly  

Besides that

Finally

,

,

as the method is direct, the spatial resolution 
does not depend on the frequency, but only on the 
spacing between the probes. 

, the dynamic range of the velocity is about 
40 dB, much higher if compared with holography and 
beamforming.

 the method does not require complex 
calculation and deep knowledge in acoustic; even non-
acoustic expert can use the 

In this way it becomes a fast tool for both sound 
source localization and “airborne Transfer Path 
Analysis”.
Depending on the application and the requirements on 
the development stage of a product, it is possible to use 
more suitable method of analysis and maximize the 
benefits of the Microflown sensor in the near field.
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